
Chapter 2
Passive Load-Pull Systems

In general, a passive load-pull system is built around a passive tuner. The tuner is
used in combination with peripheral equipment and components, such as a vector
network analyzer (VNA), signal generators, power meters, bias tees, isolators, for
achieving the load-pull functionality. Primarily two types of passive tuners, namely
the electromechanical tuner (EMT) and the electronic tuner (ETS), are employed in
load-pull systems. It is imperative to understand the limitations of both these tuners
so that the best solution can be employed for any specified application. The initial
sections of this chapter are focused on the explanation and comparison of EMT and
ETS based passive load-pull systems.

The major challenge in setting up a passive load-pull setup involves calibration,
which is carried out to remove errors arising from mismatches, dispersions and im-
perfections in the cables and system components. A second aspect of calibration
involves shifting of the measurement planes, considering that the actual measure-
ment takes place away from the device under test (DUT) ports. Later sections of
this chapter address the calibration aspect in detail.

2.1 Introduction

An impedance tuner is the main engine of any passive load-pull system [1–4]. The
tuner is placed between the DUT and power meter, as shown in Fig. 2.1, for the
search of optimal matching conditions for given targeted performance. The synthe-
sis of optimal impedance involves changing of the tuner setting and then measuring
subsequently the output power, Pout, using the power meter. The optimal impedance
synthesized by the impedance tuner corresponds to the maximum reading of Pout by
the power meter, according to the maximum power transfer theorem [5]. A separate
power meter measures the power injected, Pin, by the source at the input of DUT.

Overall, setting of the impedance tuner directly provides the matching reflection
coefficient, as given in Eq. (2.1), while readings of the power meters at the input and
output relates the incident and reflected traveling waves, as given in Eqs. (2.2) and
(2.3), at the respective DUT ports.
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Fig. 2.1 Typical
representation of a passive
load-pull system

Γout = a2

b2
(2.1)

Pin = |a1|2 − |b1|2 = |a1|2
(
1 − |Γin|2

)
(2.2)

Pout = |b2|2 − |a2|2 = |b2|2
(
1 − |Γout|2

)
(2.3)

where, Γout and Γin are the reflection coefficients at the output and input ports of the
DUT, respectively; and, a and b with subscripts represent the incident and reflected
waves at the respective ports.

The optimal values of Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) enable the determination of design
parameters such as gain, efficiency and power-added efficiency (PAE). The determi-
nation of the optimal values and, subsequently, the design parameters is an iterative
process and requires numerous changes in the configuration of the load-pull tuner.

2.2 Passive Load-Pull System

A passive load-pull system typically employs either electromechanical tuners
(EMTs) that rely on horizontal and vertical movement of probes along a transmis-
sion line [6] or electronic tuners (ETSs), which rely on the appropriate electronic
circuits with electronically changing matching properties [7]. EMTs are stub, slug
or slide screw type [8, 9], whereas ETSs are mostly solid state and employ PIN
diodes [10, 11].

2.2.1 Electromechanical Tuner (EMT)

These tuners allow precise positioning of probes/stubs/slugs in a slotted transmis-
sion line, in order to generate repeatable complex microwave reflection factors.
Movement of the probes changes the impedance by changing the parallel suscep-
tance. The probes are called mismatched elements and introduce mismatch through
their movement in the horizontal and vertical directions. The movement of a probe in
the vertical direction alters mainly the magnitude of the mismatch, while its move-
ment in the horizontal direction alters mainly the phase of the mismatch.

A pictorial presentation of working principle of single-stub EMT is depicted in
Fig. 2.2 [12]. In Fig. 2.2(a), the stub is outside the electric fields of the traveling wave
propagating in the central conductor (transmission line) and, therefore, does not
affect the impedance at the reference plane (usually set at 50 �). However, as soon
as the probe moves vertically downward towards the central conductor (transmission
line) the magnitude of the reflection factor at the reference plane increases, as can
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Fig. 2.2 (a) A generic representation of an EMT in a matched state, (b) the movement of a
stub/probe/slug in the vertical direction changes the magnitude of the reflection factor, (c) the
movement of a stub/probe/slug in the horizontal direction alters the phase of the reflection factor
[12]; © IEEE 2011

be seen in Fig. 2.2(b). The movement of the probe in the horizontal direction along
the central conductor varies the phase of the reflection coefficient, as evident in
Fig. 2.2(c).

In principle, in any EMT, the magnitude of the impedance mismatch at the ref-
erence plane is determined by the probe position (depth); and, the phase of the
impedance mismatch at the reference plane is determined by the carriage position
across the length of the tuner length. An EMT is considered good if the resolution
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Fig. 2.3 A single probe
tuner, photo © Focus
Microwaves Inc.

of the movements of the stub/slug/probe in the horizontal and vertical directions is
incrementally small in range of tens of microns [13]. A good EMT ensures that the
desired reflection coefficient can be synthesized on a dense grid. An example of a
commercial EMT (in this case, a single probe tuner) is given in Fig. 2.3.

The slide screw type of EMT consists of a 50 � coax- or slab-line with a probe
with a nominal minimum length of λ/4 at its lowest frequency of operation and
has two degrees of freedom [14, 15]. One movement is up and down towards the
center conductor. This way the probe forms an adjustable shunt discontinuity with
the 50 � transmission line. The other movement is the traveling of the probe along
the 50 � mainline.

In stub tuners, two or more parallel sliding shorts (stubs) are placed on a 50 �

line. When one is placed at the DUT reference plane and another λ/8 away from it,
they independently control the real and imaginary parts of the admittance [6]. For a
reflection factor (ΓL) setting of 0, each stub has to be set to precisely nλ/8. A very
high voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) can be reached with a stub tuner.

The slug tuner is a construction with a 50 � coax- or slab-line, where two mov-
able slugs can slide over the center conductor. The slug reduces the characteristic
impedance locally to typically 10–15 �, while an electrical length of λ/8 for the
transmission line gives maximum tuning range. In slug tuners, setting maximum
ΓL(|ΓL|) is easier, and losses tend to be constant over the tuning range, compared
to other EMT types [6].

Overall, in a coaxial environment, the frequencies at which EMT can be used are
around 200 MHz to 50 GHz in different multi-octave bands and tuner types. EMTs
that use waveguides cover standard WR bands from 26.5 to 110 GHz [13].

In any automatic load-pull system based around an EMT, the movements of the
probes in the horizontal and vertical directions are achieved through stepper motors;
and, the actual positioning of the probe are monitored and controlled by timing belts.
The use of timing belt to control axis positioning minimizes the vibrations translated
from the stepper motors to the axis and then the probes [3] and, thus, makes these
systems useful for on-wafer applications. In most cases, EMTs use the same vertical
anti-backlash mechanism with a resolution of 0.75 or 1.5 µm per motor step; and,
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Fig. 2.4 A generic diagram
of a 6-diode based electronic
tuner [10], © IEEE 1982

the horizontal step size varies between 1.25 and 25 µm, depending on the frequency
of operation, in order to obtain an optimal tuning speed/resolution ratio [13].

2.2.2 Electronic Tuner (ETS)

An ETS is an electronic circuit with the ability to electronically change matching
properties. These electronic circuits can be based on either varactor or PIN diodes.
The latter is more common for load-pull applications, due to the ability to handle
higher power compared to varactor-based ETS. The diode-based ETS synthesize
reflection coefficient by varying the impedance state of a number of PIN diodes
connected in parallel and placed in a precise manner along a transmission line, an
example of which is shown in Fig. 2.4.

In such a configuration, each diode is capable of generating a continuous discon-
tinuity as a spoke of a wheel of increasing |ΓL|, while other diodes can subsequently
change the angle of ΓL discretely. The ETS in Fig. 2.4 consists of directional cou-
plers, six PIN diodes, and external loads. This six-diode ETS can produce a total
of sixty-four (26) impedance states, corresponding to two states of each diode in-
dependently. Depending on the design, the diode impedance state can be varied
continuously or toggled discretely between on and off states [10].

Essentially, a single ETS is limited in tuning resolution; therefore, a number of
ETSs are cascaded together for applications requiring higher tuning resolution. The
cascaded configuration is transparent to the user and, therefore, behaves as one tuner
unit. Passive ETSs are generally quite lossy and, therefore, can usually achieve
VSWRs up to 10 [7]. However, their miniature size and light weight make them
appropriate for on-wafer measurements.
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Table 2.1 Comparison between ETS and EMT [16]

Characteristics ETS EMT

Reflection Factor, Γ Noise: O
Load Pull: -

++

Number of Impedances O ++
Insertion Loss - +/ + +
Tuning Resolution Noise: O

Load Pull: –
++

Maximum Power O / - / –
Depending on DUT

++

Frequency Bandwidth O ++
Spurious Oscillations O / - ++
On Wafer Operation ++ O

Tuner Size ++ On Wafer: -
Test Fixture: ++

Tuner Speed ++ -

Test Total Speed + +
Tuner Linearity O / -

Depending on DUT
++

DSB Noise Measurement – +
Temperature Drift - ++

Legend: ++ Excellent; + Good; O Acceptable; - Poor; – Unacceptable for certain tasks

2.2.3 ETS and EMT Comparisons

Load-pull systems are employed in diverse applications, such as the design of power
amplifiers and oscillators and noise measurements,. As a consequence it is imper-
ative to understand the features and limitations of ETSs and EMTs. Table 2.1 pro-
vides a comparison between EMT and ETS based on the most common load-pull
parameters and applications [16].

ETSs consist of sets of PIN diodes, mounted in microstrip circuits, having only
two states, i.e., on and off. Due to the physical distribution along microstrip lines,
ETSs generate irregular shapes of reflection factors with values up to 0.8 over a lim-
ited frequency range [16]. An EMT can generate a reflection factor (Γ ) of 0.75 in
standard form and up to 0.92 in a pre-matched or cascaded state from low frequen-
cies up to millimeter waves [17, 18].

ETSs are faster and can change states from impedance to impedance within mil-
liseconds, whereas EMTs take at least a few seconds to tune from one state to an-
other. However, it should be noted that ETS can save only around 10 % of the
measurement time compared to that of EMT during the complete load-pull mea-
surements, due to the time needed to read the instrumental setup via general pur-
pose interface bus (GPIB) [16]. ETSs are also miniature, compact and substantially
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smaller compared to EMTs, making the ETS more suitable for applications prone to
mechanical vibrations, such as on-wafer device characterization and measurement.

The insertion loss of an ETS at the operating reflection factor is very high, due
to lossy microstrip lines. This requires high-power driver amplifiers at the source
side of the setup, which in turn raises the question of linearity of the PIN diodes and
the temperature drift in the ETS. An ETS operating loss of 12 dB at Γ = 0.8 is a
common observable fact, this results in raising the cost of the setup considerably,
whereas an EMT has only a few tenths of a dB at this Γ level [16].

The ETS has unpredictable impedance behavior at low frequencies, whereas the
EMT is low pass and presents 50 � to the DUT. The ETS behavior is a high risk
factor for uncontrollable spurious oscillations outside the test band. An EMT does
not create parasitic oscillations, in principle, at low frequencies.

The tuning repeatability accuracy of ETS is around −70 to −80 dB, and the
tuning accuracy of a modern EMT is around −60 dB. However, for accurate noise
and load-pull measurements, tuning accuracies of −40 dB are sufficient [16].

In terms of tuning resolution, EMTs possess high resolution, thereby allowing
fine-tuning to the optimal performance of the DUT; whereas an ETS exhibits ir-
regular impedance patterns with the points jumping unpredictably when the diodes
are switched on and off and, therefore, is not able to fine-tune to the optimal perfor-
mance of the DUT. In noise measurements, the unpredictable jumping of impedance
states for small frequency changes prohibits the use of ETSs in double sideband se-
tups. This necessitates either YIG (yttrium iron garnet) filters or other expensive
single sideband noise receivers. They do not allow direct measurement of the min-
imum noise figure, NFmin, by tuning to the optimal reflection factor Γopt; whereas
EMT allows fine-tuning and can, therefore, directly measure NFmin.

ETS is favored for on-wafer applications; however, EMT has been used in on-
wafer applications below 0.8 GHz, after performing appropriate vibration tests [3].

2.3 Load-Pull Measurement

The load-pull measurement procedure primarily involves the following three steps:

• Assembly of the system components to establish a load-pull measurement setup.
• Calibration of the load-pull measurement setup for correction of errors arising

from imperfect system components, dispersions, and mismatches. Calibration for
setting the appropriate calibrated reference planes.

• Measurement of relevant data at the calibrated reference planes and then the de-
embedding of these data, in order to refer them to the device planes so that the
behavior of the DUT can be accurately predicted.

It is imperative to understand the typical setup of a load-pull system, as shown
in Fig. 2.5, before getting into the details. As depicted, a standard load-pull system
consists of various equipments, such as a directional coupler, impedance tuners,
power meters, and a computer for automating and controlling the overall measure-
ment process.
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Fig. 2.5 Block diagram of a typical setup that depicts standard components required for carrying
out automated load-pull measurements

In the block diagram of Fig. 2.5, the tuners are shown to be close to the DUT
ports, ensuring that maximum possible reflection coefficients synthesized by the
tuners are directly seen by the DUTs. However, this is a non-real time setup, as all
variables must be fixed a priori and then de-embedding procedures must then be
applied before measurements are made [19, 20]. Such systems are slow in terms of
speeds as compared to real-time load-pull systems [21–24].

In real-time systems, the incident and reflected waves are directly collected from
the DUT ports; thus, the measurements are instantaneous with every change in the
DUT operating conditions [22–24]. Nonetheless, a non-real-time passive load-pull
system is frequently used to utilize maximum synthesizable reflection coefficients
from passive tuners [25]. However, with the advancements in passive tuner tech-
nologies [9, 18], real-time passive load-pull systems are also possible and will ob-
viously provide better performance in terms of speed, accuracy, flexibility, ease and
deployment of the type of tuners.

2.3.1 Load-Pull Setup

Essentially, a complete load-pull measurement setup consists of at least two funda-
mental tuners (one each at the output and input of the DUT), one signal source, a test
fixture or probe station, two power meters or a dual channel power meter, a power
supply, a spectrum analyzer, an RF test set (including bias tees, cables, attenuators,
couplers, power combiners and dividers), and access to a vector network analyzer
(VNA). A generic block diagram of a real-time passive load-pull measurement setup
is given in Fig. 2.6 [26].
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Fig. 2.6 Generic block diagram of a real-time passive load-pull setup [26], © IEEE 1984

The DUT is fed from a high-power microwave source, and its source and load
impedances are controlled by adjustable impedance tuners at the input and output. If
the DUT is an oscillator, only the output part of the system is needed. Uncorrected
large-signal reflection coefficients at the input and output of the DUT are monitored
using dual directional couplers and RF network analyzers. Attenuators ensure that
the signal levels at the inputs of the harmonic frequency converters are within the
safe operating range. If only one network analyzer is available, coaxial switches can
be used to connect it back and forth between the input and output circuits.

The power meters are used for the monitoring of the uncorrected power incident
on the input port of the DUT and the uncorrected power generated at the output port
of the DUT. Only one power meter at each port is required, because the reflection
coefficients generated by the tuners are known [27], given that the tuners are pre-
characterized using tuner calibration techniques [28–32]. The pre-characterization
of tuners ensures that all the imperfections associated with the stub movement in
the impedance tuners, central conductor of the tuners and the connectors at the tuner
ports are compensated. This step also helps in speeding up the overall measurement,
as it enables synthesis of the required reflection coefficient using interpolation in-
stead of multiple actual movements of stubs in the horizontal and vertical directions
[13].

The power dividers create reference signals for the respective network analyzers.
In principle, in an alternate configuration, the power divider and power meter can
be connected to other coupled ports of the respective directional couplers. However,
such a configuration results into reduced accuracy in the measurements for the con-
dition when the reflection coefficients at the DUT ports are close to zero and giving
very small power meter readings [26, 27].

An interfacing computer (not shown in the figure) is used for controlling the
instrument and acquiring and processing the measured data, and for error correction.
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Fig. 2.7 Power waves and
the reflection coefficients of
interest at the DUT reference
planes [26], © IEEE 1984

2.3.2 System Calibration

The main objective behind the load-pull characterization of DUTs is the accurate
prediction of device performance under realistic conditions, but the errors due to
imperfect system components, such as inherent directivity, mismatch and cross-
coupling errors associated with the network analyzer, cause uncertainty in the reflec-
tion coefficients and RF power at the specified reference planes, thereby defeating
the primary objective.

It is, therefore, extremely important to calibrate the load-pull setup, in order to
accurately set and measure the reflection coefficients and, hence, the design param-
eters, such as PAE, drain efficiency, and gain. The calibration, in principle, serves
a dual purpose, by removing the systematic errors arising from imperfections and
system components, as well as by shifting the reference plane from the network an-
alyzer measuring planes to the DUT reference planes. In essence, after calibration,
the system performs three functionalities, which are critical for achieving accurate
load-pull measurement results and can be summarized as:

• Setting a particular impedance value (reflection coefficients).
• Measuring the load reflection coefficients (impedances).
• Measuring the required device performance at the particular impedance.

In practical load-pull measurements, the input and output powers, Pin and Pout ,
at the DUT plane, as shown in Fig. 2.7, are given by:

Pin = |a1|2 − |b1|2 = |a1|2
(
1 − |Γin|2

)
(2.4)

Pout = |b2|2 − |a2|2 = |b2|2
(
1 − |ΓL|2) (2.5)

where Γin and ΓL are the reflection coefficients at the input and port of the DUT
and the load seen by the DUT, respectively. The traveling waves a1, b1, a2 and b2
are the incident and reflected waves at the DUT ports as shown in Fig. 2.7.

During load-pull measurement, the impedance tuners set the desired reflection
coefficients, whereas the vector network analyzers (VNAs) and power meters in
Fig. 2.6 give direct (but uncorrected) measurements of Γin, ΓL, |a1|2 and |b2|2.
The errors introduced by the VNA and the hardware configuration in the measured
reflection coefficients significantly affect the accuracy in the measurements of in-
put and output RF power. The accuracy in the measured reflection coefficients and,
hence, the RF power is limited, due to the inherent directivity, mismatch, and cross-
coupling errors associated with the network analyzer components. These errors im-
pact the performance of the load-pull setup and, in turn, put a question mark on the
reliability of the measured data.
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Fig. 2.8 Signal flow error
model for the input port
incorporating the
imperfections contributed by
directional coupler, power
meter and network analyzer
[26], © IEEE 1984

For example, unknown tuner losses add uncertainty in the measured data, if the
output power meter is farther from the DUT [1, 33], with tuner losses as large as
several decibels [34]. On the other hand, finite coupler directivity and connector
mismatches can result in significant errors in the measured RF power in systems
where the RF power levels are determined using directional couplers at the input
and/or output of the DUT [35, 36]. With 25 dB directivity, errors in the measured
power can be as large as 1 dB [26]; and, these errors significantly affect the mea-
surement data, if the VSWR in the directional coupler is high.

Error correction in the measurement can be carried out using the error flow model
of the complete measurement system given in Fig. 2.6. The respective error flow
models of the input and output ports (as given in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9) incorporate all
the errors, such as the finite coupler directivity, connector mismatches, and cross-
coupling between the reference and VNA’s measuring ports. The models have been
simplified using the flow graph reduction technique [5]. The major assumption con-
sidered in this simplification is that the reflection coefficients of the power meter
sensor heads and the reference and VNA inputs are constant and independent of RF
power level. These models form the basis of a unified approach to the vector error
correction of RF power and reflection coefficient measurements. These error mod-
els are analogous to the error models commonly used for error correction in VNA
systems [37], but include some additional terms.

In the error flow model of the input side shown in Fig. 2.8, a1T represents the in-
put signal from the high-power microwave source, Γ1T is the reflection coefficient
presented to the input directional coupler by the input tuner, e16 represents coupling
to the input power meter, and e11 represents directivity errors in the reference chan-
nel of the input network analyzer. The term e13 represents the source mismatch,
e12e14 denotes the transmission tracking, and e15 indicates the error occurring in
the measuring port of the VNA. The incident and reflected traveling waves at the
input VNA ports are a0 and b0, whereas the actual incident and reflected traveling
waves at the input ports of DUT are represented by a1 and b1, respectively. The
VNA measures the uncorrected reflection coefficient, Γ U

in , as given in Eq. (2.6):

Γ U
in = b0

a0
(2.6)
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Fig. 2.9 Signal flow error
model for the output port
incorporating the
imperfections contributed by
directional coupler, power
meter and network analyzer
[26], © IEEE 1984

The quantity of interest is, however, the input reflection coefficient, Γin, expressed
in Eq. (2.7), which relates the error terms and the input uncorrected reflection coef-
ficient measured at the input VNA plane in Fig. 2.7.

Γin = b1

a1
= Γ U

in − e11

e12e14 − e11e13 + e13Γ
U

in

(2.7)

There are three unknowns in Eq. (2.6), namely e13, e11 and e12e14. These unknowns
can be determined by carrying out measurements on calibration standards, such as
open-short-load (OSL), by connecting these standards to the input DUT plane in
Fig. 2.6. The measurements on the calibration standard provide a system of three
equations (2.8) that relate the error terms and the reflection coefficients, which can
be solved to determine the error terms of e11, e13 and e12e14 [38].

[
e11
e13
�e

]

=
⎡

⎣
1 (Γin)open(Γ

U
in )open −(Γin)open

1 (Γin)short(Γ
U

in )short −(Γin)short

1 (Γin)load(Γ
U

in )load −(Γin)load

⎤

⎦

−1 ⎡

⎣
(Γ U

in )open

(Γ U
in )short

(Γ U
in )load

⎤

⎦ (2.8)

where �e = e12e14 − e11e13. Terms Γin with subscripts open, load and short refer
to the actual reflection coefficients of the OSL standards at the DUT plane; whereas
terms Γ U

in with subscripts open, load and short are the corresponding measurements
at the VNA plane.

The determination of error terms using Eq. (2.8) enables the calibration of the
input port for the measurement of an accurate reflection coefficient at the input DUT
plane, as given by Eq. (2.7).

For the error model of the output network in Fig. 2.9, e26 represents coupling
to the power meter, e25 denotes directivity errors in the test channel of the network
analyzer, and Γ2T and a2T indicate the tuner and node, respectively. This is a general
form that can describe any passive or active tuner. A passive tuner has a non-zero
Γ2T term and zero a2T , while active tuners have a non-zero a2T . One step in the
calibration procedure, which is described in the following paragraphs, requires that
a test signal is injected from the right of the output coupler. In this case, a2T is
non-zero.

The simplification of signal flow model in Fig. 2.9 gives the error corrected re-
flection coefficients at the output reference plane, in terms of the uncorrected read-
ing, Γ U

L , given in Eq. (2.10).

Γ U
L = a3

b3
(2.9)
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ΓL = e23 + e22e24Γ
U
L

1 − e21Γ
U
L

(2.10)

The simplifications of Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 also provide error corrected input and output
power, as per Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12).

Pin = |P1|2
∣∣∣∣
e12

e16

∣∣∣∣

2
(1 − |Γin|2)
|1 − Γine13|2 (2.11)

Pout = |P2|2
|e24e26|2 |1 − e21ΓL|2(1 − |ΓL|2) (2.12)

where |P1|2 and |P2|2 are the input and output power meter readings, respectively.
It is important to note that the equations are independent of the tuner reflection
coefficients, Γ1T and Γ2T , and the directivity terms, e15 and e25. Therefore, it is not
necessary to obtain explicit values for these four terms.

The measurement of input power requires the determination of the error terms of
e13, e11 and e12e14, which can be obtained by standard one-port VNA calibration
techniques in which the DUT is replaced by a series of calibration standards such
as a short circuit, an offset short circuit, and an open circuit [39]. The error term
|e12/e16|2 in Eq. (2.11) is obtained by connecting a matched power meter in place
of the DUT. The ratio of the power meter reading to the input power meter reading
is |e12/e16|2.

For the measurement of output power, once again one-port VNA calibration [39]
can be performed to determine the error terms e21, e23, and e22e24. The input signal
for this stage of the calibration, a2T , is injected from the right in Fig. 2.6, with the
signal generator and an amplifier connected in place of the load. To determine the
error term, |e24e26|2, the magnitude of the insertion loss of the output coupler and
power divider, between the DUT output reference plane and the output power meter,
is measured. If the test signal injected into the coupler at the DUT reference plane
is supplied from a matched source and if the output tuner is replaced by a matched
load, the power insertion loss, IP , is given by:

IP = |e24e26|2
|1 − e21e25|2 (2.13)

Since e21 and e25 are usually small, the insertion loss measurement gives |e24e26|2
directly.

As a guideline, for maximum accuracy, the system should be calibrated at coaxial
(APC-7 or APC-3.5) reference planes close to the test fixture. Then, appropriate de-
embedding using coaxial-to-microstrip transition [40] needs to be carried out to
transfer the reference plane into the microstrip test fixture.

The available signal power, Pa , at the output of the driver amplifier, in Fig. 2.6
is measured using a matched power meter. The driver amplifier is then connected at
the input port of the output directional coupler, in place of the DUT. The corrected
output power is obtained for a range of different output tuner settings across the
load plane. These power measurements are compared with the calculated output
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Fig. 2.10 The performance
of a 1 W GaAs FET for
|ΓL(2f0)| = 1 with a variable
phase of the second
harmonic, while maintaining
optimal fundamental and
third harmonic terminations
[41], © IOP Journal of
Measurement Science and
Technology 2010

power, Pa(1 − |ΓL|2), which is obtained using the measured Pa and the corrected
ΓL. A maximum tolerance of around 0.15 dB between the corrected measured and
calculated output power values provides confidence in the calibration process [26].

2.4 Harmonic Load-Pull System

The terminal loading conditions at harmonic frequencies significantly affect device
performance. In principle, during the characterization and optimization of transis-
tor devices, the harmonic power generated by the device needs to be fully reflected
back at a given phase, in order to extract the best possible efficiency. In an ideal
scenario, all the harmonic power can be reflected back; however, this is not pos-
sible in practical load-pull systems, due to lossy transition between the tuner and
the device. During the characterization of devices, it is a common practice to vary
the phase and magnitude of the harmonic reflection coefficients, while keeping the
fundamental reflection coefficient constant, in order to obtain optimal efficiency.

Figure 2.10 illustrates an example of the effect of phase variation of ΓL(2f0)

on the performance of a 1 W GaAs (gallium arsenide) FET (field effect transistor)
device, while keeping the reflection coefficients at the fundamental frequency and
third harmonic fixed [41]. It is apparent that, in this case, the variation of phase of the
second harmonic reflection coefficient can swing the efficiency by more than 20 %.
Similar effects can be observed when the phase of the third harmonic reflection
coefficient or the magnitudes of the second or third harmonic coefficients are varied
[42]. Improvements to the tune of over 15 % in efficiency can be achieved in the final
designed PA, while terminating the harmonic impedances in optimal terminations,
compared to 50 � [43]. In addition to the harmonically tuned PAs, the harmonic
terminations play a key role in the design of switching-mode PAs [44].

Device characterization for the optimal design of either harmonically tuned PAs
or switching-mode PAs is carried out using a harmonic load-pull system [45–47].
One of the first reported passive harmonic load-pull setups [33], which is shown in
Fig. 2.11, was based around a circulator. The architecture used standard slide screw
tuners, filters and power meters to monitor and control the magnitude and phase of
the reflected signal components at the fundamental and second harmonic frequen-
cies. This setup, although very basic when compared to current developments, did
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Fig. 2.11 This architecture
was one of the first passive
harmonic load-pull setups
[33], © IEEE 1979

achieve tuning of impedances for fundamental and second harmonic frequencies. In
this setup, the transmitted wave, b2, enters the circulator via port 1; and, the funda-
mental and second harmonic components exit through the appropriate low-pass and
high-pass filters at ports 2 and 3, respectively. The respective tuners reflect the trav-
eling waves, a2(f0) and a2(2f0), and subsequently synthesize the respective funda-
mental and second harmonic reflection factors at the load plane given by Eqs. (2.14)
and (2.15).

ΓL(f0) = a2(f0)

b2(f0)
(2.14)

ΓL(2f0) = a2(2f0)

b2(2f0)
(2.15)

The reflected traveling waves, a2(f0) = ΓL(f0)b2(f0) and a2(2f0) = ΓL(2f0) ×
b2(2f0), then combine at port 1 of the circulator to form the overall reflected travel-
ing wave, a2, as given in Eq. (2.16):

a2 = a2(f0) + a2(2f0) = ΓL(f0)b2(f0) + ΓL(2f0)b2(2f0) (2.16)

In theory, an n-port wideband circulator with appropriate band-pass filters can
be employed to extend this setup to n − 1 harmonics. However, in practice, it is
not feasible, considering the bandwidth limitation and substantial losses associated
with circulators beyond the second harmonic. Usually, high harmonic reflection co-
efficients are required, and the losses render the circulator based harmonic load-pull
system inappropriate in practical applications. In addition, the poor isolation of cir-
culators also affects the system’s ability to synthesize harmonically independent
reflection coefficients and, therefore, limits the overall usefulness of this harmonic
load-pull setup.

Over the years, passive harmonic load-pull architectures and setups have evolved
to address the two major issues of high reflection factor synthesis at harmonic fre-
quencies and harmonically independent reflection factor emulation [17, 18]. These
developments in the harmonic load-pull architectures can be grouped in three dis-
tinct categories, namely triplexer based harmonic load-pull, harmonic rejection
tuner harmonic load-pull and multipurpose single tuner harmonic load-pull [17].
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Fig. 2.12 Block diagram of triplexer based three-harmonic load-pull system

2.4.1 Triplexer Based Harmonic Load-Pull Setup

A block diagram of a typical three-harmonic triplexer based load-pull architecture
is shown in Fig. 2.12. It is apparent that an appropriate triplexer and tuners corre-
sponding to carrier and harmonic frequencies are required to build a triplexer based
harmonic load-pull system. The input and output biasing networks provide for the
biasing at the gate and source, respectively and, the input and output coupling net-
works are needed for capturing the transmitted and reflected traveling waves at the
input and output ports, respectively. The optional source tuner is used for matching
at the input port. The triplexer, which acts like filters for the respective harmonic
components, separates the harmonic components from the output generated by the
DUT. The subsequent filters at the output of the triplexer further improve the rejec-
tion of the out-of-band frequency components.

The respective load-tuners for harmonic components f0, 2f0, and 3f0 tune the
reflection environment as per specific requirements and reflect the respective a2(f0),
a2(2f0), and a2(3f0) and, in the process, synthesize the harmonically independent
reflection factors by interacting with the respective components, b2(f0), b2(2f0)

and b2(3f0), of the traveling wave, b2. The reflected traveling wave components,
having different weighting factors, contributed by the tuners, then combine to form
the overall a2 given in Eq. (2.17).

a2 = a2(f0) + a2(2f0) + a2(3f0) (2.17)

The primary benefit of such a technique is that the reflection factors at different
harmonic frequencies can be set independently, i.e., the harmonic reflection factors
are independent of each other. It can thus be inferred that this method gives full
magnitude and phase control of all three harmonic frequencies, f0, 2f0, and 3f0.
The drawback of this technique is the limited tuning coverage at the harmonics,
as shown in Fig. 2.13, due to the losses inherent in the triplexer. This is a serious
limitation for applications requiring high harmonic terminations, such as class-F and
inverse class-F mode PAs [48].
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Fig. 2.13 Depiction of tuning coverage at f0, 2f0 and 3f0 for the triplexer based three-harmonic
load-pull system [17]

Fig. 2.14 The harmonic rejection tuner based three-harmonic load-pull architecture

2.4.2 Harmonic Rejection Tuner Based Harmonic Load-Pull Setup

The harmonic rejection tuner (HRT) based harmonic load-pull architecture incor-
porates an HRT in addition to a fundamental tuner, as shown in Fig. 2.14. In a
standard HRT based harmonic load-pull setup, pre-matched type harmonic tuners,
as explained in Chap. 5, such as passive harmonic tuners (PHT) [17] are used.

The fundamental tuner, possessing full magnitude and phase control for the re-
flection coefficient at the fundamental frequency, f0, is placed farther from the DUT
output port, as the reflection coefficient required at the fundamental frequency is
smaller than those of the harmonic frequencies. The HRT, which is capable of full
phase control at harmonic frequencies 2f0 and 3f0, is placed nearer to the DUT
port, in order to minimize the impact of the loss associated with the cables and con-
nectors. This helps in the synthesis of higher reflection coefficients at the harmonic
frequencies.

Furthermore, this technique overcomes the loss associated with the triplexer;
therefore. the reflection coefficient can cover a larger region on the Smith chart,
as shown in Fig. 2.15. The harmonic rejection tuners are low loss, which also con-
tributes to the synthesis of reflection coefficient with increased magnitude. It is also
evident that the HRTs, although are capable of providing higher reflection coeffi-
cients, do preclude a large portion of Smith chart. This limitation, however, does not
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Fig. 2.15 Depiction of tuning coverage at f0, 2f0 and 3f0 for the HRT based three-harmonic
load-pull system [17]

Fig. 2.16 The multipurpose tuner based harmonic load-pull architecture

affect the usefulness in practical applications considering that the required harmonic
reflection coefficients usually fall nearer the boundary of the Smith chart.

The primary limitation of this technique is the poor isolation between the syn-
thesized reflection coefficients at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies. This
is due to the fact that the tuners are cascaded; therefore, setting of the tuner state at
one frequency affects the tuner state at the other frequencies. As a consequence, this
technique becomes impractical for more than three harmonic frequencies.

2.4.3 Single Tuner Harmonic Load-Pull Setup

Figure 2.16 shows a typical block diagram of a single tuner harmonic load-pull
setup, which also includes a source tuner and peripheral biasing and measuring net-
work. In this architecture, a multipurpose load tuner that covers the fundamental
frequency and the range of all of the relevant harmonic frequencies is employed
for the synthesis of harmonically independent fundamental and harmonic reflection
coefficients [17].

For example, a three-harmonic multipurpose tuner uses three independent wide-
band probes for the control of the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficients
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Fig. 2.17 Depiction of tuning coverage at f0, 2f0 and 3f0 for the single multipurpose tuner based
three-harmonic load-pull system [17]

at the three harmonic frequencies of f0, 2f0, and 3f0. The proper positioning and
movement of the three probes in the horizontal and vertical directions allow inde-
pendent tuning at the three harmonic frequencies [17]. A multipurpose tuner gives
full magnitude and phase control for all three harmonic frequencies, as shown in
Fig. 2.17.

Since this setup utilizes only one tuner, the overall system loss associated with bi-
asing and measuring networks, cables and connectors is less; hence, the achievable
magnitude of the reflection coefficient is higher than other harmonic load-pull ar-
chitectures. This setup is compact and smaller in size compared to the types of other
setups. A major limitation of this technique includes the requirement for very pow-
erful computing facility to monitor and control the movement of the tuner probes. In
addition, this technique also suffers from inherent limited isolation, due to the series
configuration of all the probes. The limited isolation prevents this setup from synthe-
sizing harmonically independent harmonic reflection coefficients at all frequencies
and in all parts of the Smith chart.

2.4.4 Harmonic Load-Pull Comparisons

The harmonic tuning methods can be compared primarily in two aspects, namely
the tuning isolation and the effective Smith chart coverage.

An important factor of any load-pull device characterization system is the accu-
racy at which the impedance seen by the DUT at the fundamental frequency can be
controlled. If the impedance changes without the user’s knowledge or if it cannot be
kept constant for varying harmonic impedances, the measurement results obtained
are invalid. Hence, when considering harmonic load-pull systems, it is essential to
know the isolation across frequencies.

The triplexer based harmonic load-pull architecture relies on the isolation in-
herent within the isolator to mitigate the effects of variation in the setting of one
tuner from setting of another. Triplexers typically possess 50–60 dB of isolation at
the fundamental and harmonic frequencies; therefore, this technique can practically
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Fig. 2.18 Definition of
VSWR at load and tuner
planes for a fundamental
load-pull tuning setup

tune harmonic impedances independent of each other. In some applications, poor
isolation outside the fundamental and harmonic frequency band can cause spurious
oscillations, especially at low frequencies, due to high out-of-band reflections.

In the HRT based harmonic load-pull setup, the frequency isolation between the
harmonic resonators is around 30 dB. The poor frequency isolation is the result of
the sum of vectors generated by the reflections at f0, 2f0, and 3f0, as well as the
residual reflection of the slab-line [17]. This makes setting of harmonically inde-
pendent impedances extremely difficult.

In the case of the multipurpose tuner, the fundamental and harmonic probes repo-
sition themselves for each desired reflection factor for the combination of f0, 2f0,
and 3f0, which helps in achieving very good tuning isolation. However, the mea-
surement using multipurpose based harmonic load-pull is relatively slow, due to
physical movement of probes for each set of harmonic impedances.

For tuning range, it is the effective voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) at the
load plane that matters and not the tuner’s ability to synthesize the VSWR at the
tuner plane. The VSWR at the load plane depends on the interface between the
tuner and the DUT and gets reduced accordingly. Figure 2.18 provides a simple
relationship of the VSWR at the load and tuner planes. It is important to note that
there are always a passive measurement network and transition between the DUT
and the tuner, which reduce the achievable VSWR at the load plane compared to the
tuner plane.

In a triplexer based harmonic load-pull setup, as shown in Fig. 2.12, there is loss
due to the insertion loss of the triplexer, which is responsible for the reduced Smith
charge coverage shown in Fig. 2.13. The coverage gets further reduced at harmonic
frequencies, as the triplexer loss at harmonic frequencies is higher.

In the case of HRT based harmonic load-pull architecture, there are only mea-
suring passive networks between the tuner and the DUT, as shown in Fig. 2.14;
therefore, the reduction in the Smith chart coverage is smaller. However, there is a
transition between the fundamental and harmonic tuners, causing reduction in the
VSWR and further reducing the Smith chart coverage at the fundamental frequency,
f0, as shown in Fig. 2.15, compared to the harmonic frequencies.

In a single multipurpose tuner, the reduction in the VSWR at the harmonic and
fundamental frequencies is almost similar, as all the tuning probes are contained
in a single casing. The reductions in the VSWR at the fundamental and harmonic
frequencies are caused only by the passive measuring network between the tuner
and the DUT.
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Table 2.2 Features of harmonic tuning methods [17]

Tuning method Advantages Disadvantages

Triplexer based – High tuning isolation – Unsuitable for on-wafer
applications

– Simple extension of
existing setup

– Insertion loss of the triplexer
at all frequencies causes a
reduced tuning range

– Very good amplitude and
phase control at all the
harmonic frequencies

– Out-of-band reflections in
the triplexer can cause
spurious oscillations

Harmonic rejection tuner
based

– High tuning range – Very poor tuning isolation

– High power handling
capability

– Unsuitable for broadband
applications

– Low insertion loss at
fundamental frequency

– Limited to only three
harmonics

Multipurpose single
tuner based

– High tuning range – Slow measurement time and
throughput

– High tuning isolation – Requires powerful
computing resource

– Ideal for on-wafer
applications

– Appropriate for broadband
applications

Table 2.2 summarizes the major features of the described three different har-
monic load-pull techniques.

2.5 Tuning Range Enhancement

The tuning range in a passive load-pull system is limited, due to the inherent losses
in the biasing and measuring network, connectors, cables, fixture and the tuner itself
[30]. Therefore, depending on the load-pull system architecture, a substantial part
of the Smith chart is precluded; and, as a consequence, not all relevant impedances
can be synthesized

Most of the low-power device characterization and PA design requirements are
met by standard passive load-pull setups. However, limitations of such systems
are apparent during high-power device characterization and PA design or harmonic
load-pull measurements, as these situations require highly reflective impedance en-
vironments. To address this issue, several solutions have been proposed [12].

The enhanced loop [49] and cascaded tuner architectures [18] are recent devel-
opments in passive load-pull architectures that have the ability to synthesize high
reflection coefficients. In both of these systems, the idea is the enhancement of the
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Fig. 2.19 The enhanced loop
load-pull architecture for
synthesizing a high reflection
coefficient [49], © IEEE 2010

Fig. 2.20 The signal flow
model depicting the
generation of reflection factor
using enhanced loop
load-pull architecture [49],
© IEEE 2010

tuning range by reflecting back the transmitted signal that is transmitted through the
main tuner.

2.5.1 Enhanced Loop Architecture

In order to achieve high reflection factors, this technique combines a passive tuner
and a passive loop, as shown in Fig. 2.19. It employs a low-loss circulator, Cir-2,
with very high directivity, so that the loss incurred in the setup is smaller and that
there is good isolation between signals a4 and b3. The employed coupler, C2, and the
loop cable, L2, are low loss. The coupling port of the coupler is connected to a power
meter, in order to monitor and measure the DUT performances, in terms of output
power or linearity, during load-pull characterization. The passive loop at the output
of Tuner2 generates reflection coefficient ΓLOADLOOP at plane-4 and augments the
overall reflection coefficient ΓL at plane-3. The flow model in Fig. 2.20 depicts the
generation of reflection factor ΓL at plane-3.

The following expressions relate the traveling waves in the enhanced loop load-
pull architecture of Fig. 2.19:

a4 = k4a3 (2.18)

a5 = k5a4 (2.19)

b3 = k6a5 (2.20)
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Fig. 2.21 Two tuners
cascaded in series to obtain
higher reflection factor [18],
© Maury Microwave
Corporation

where k4, k5 and k6 are the complex factors dependent on the S-parameters of the
circulator, Cir-2, and the directional coupler, C2.

The mismatch between Tuner2 and the passive loop plane, Plane-4, is related by
the following expression:

ΓLOADLOOP = KL = b3

a3
= |KL|e−2jβL2 (2.21)

where the parameter KL(= k4k5k6) is a complex factor that depends on the pas-
sive loop structure characteristics, i.e., the transmission factors of coupler C2 and
circulator Cir-2.

It is clear from Eq. (2.21) that the reflection coefficient generated by the passive
loop is also dependent on the phase velocity, β , of the traveling waves and the length
of cable in the passive loop, L2. The simplification of the flow model in Fig. 2.20
results in the following expression for the overall reflection coefficient at plane-3.

ΓL = b2

a2
= S11TUNER2 + S12TUNER2S21TUNER2KL

1 − S22TUNER2KL

(2.22)

Equation (2.16) demonstrates that the total load reflection coefficient, ΓL, at plane-3
gets enhanced by the contribution from the passive loop. If the loop does not con-
tribute anything to the overall reflection coefficient, then S11 of Tuner2 is the total
reflection coefficient.

2.5.2 Cascaded Tuner

Figure 2.21 depicts the cascading of two passive tuners in series. The cascaded
tuners are capable of generating reflection factor, Γ1, at the DUT plane, which is
governed by Eq. (2.23) [18].

Γ1 = S11 + S12S21Γ2

1 − S22Γ2
(2.23)

where S11, S21, S12, and S22 are the S-parameters of Tuner1 (closest to the DUT).
Γ2 is S11 looking into Tuner2 at a particular termination.

The overall reflection looking into the cascaded tuner combination is equal to the
complex reflection of the first tuner added to the complex reflection of the second
tuner and multiplied by some insertion/reflection factor. It is important to notice that
the effect of the second tuner is highly influenced by the S21S12 product of the first
tuner. There are two extreme cases that best describe this effect [18]:
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• If Tuner1 is at a physical short circuit, i.e., S21S12 = 0, Tuner2 would be com-
pletely masked.

• If Tuner1 is at initialized at 50 �, i.e., S11 ∼ 0 and S21S12 ∼ 1, Tuner2 would be
all that is seen.
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